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Every year there are about 5500 fatal accidents in British homes (some two fifths of all fatal accidents). A further 2-2 million people have non-fatal accidents at home needing hospital treatment, and another 900 000 are dealt with by general practitioners. The cost of domestic accidents to the health service in England and Wales is about £300 000 a year.

Statistical information about non-fatal domestic accidents has been collected since 1976 by the Department of Trade and Industry, based on attendance records at the accident departments of 20 hospitals. Information about fatal accidents is held in the home accident deaths database, and the Home Office publishes annual statistics about accidents involving fire.

Accidents and children

Accidents are the commonest cause of death in children aged over 1 year and account for a third of all childhood deaths. About three quarters of a million children are injured at home each year, and domestic accidents account for most of the falls, burns, and poisonings. Nevertheless, many of these accidents are preventable. The accidents that children have often reflect their stage of development, and this makes them more predictable by adults. Under the age of 3 months one of the commonest accidents is being dropped by an adult; by 10 months children are crawling and starting to walk and risk hurting themselves on the sharp edges of furniture. Later, increasing independence brings risks from any hazard within their reach; falling from windows that open too far, swallowing household chemicals, and playing with matches. By school age, road traffic accidents have become important.

From the age of 2 boys are about twice as likely to have an accident as girls. And childhood accidents also show a definite variation with social class, this gradient being steeper than for any other cause of death in children. Thus in Haringey, London, in one year nearly a fifth of children under 5 attended an accident and emergency department, three quarters of them because of an accident at home (P Constantinides and G Walker, unpublished data). Children from the least affluent parts of the borough were four times more likely to have an accident than those from the most affluent parts, and there was a significant association between accident rates and unemployment, overcrowding, rented tenure, poor parental education, and low social class.

Elderly people are also at risk of accidents at home. As in children, their risk is influenced by what they can or cannot do. Deteriorating sight and poor mobility may put them at risk of falls; open or portable fires rather than central heating are a fire hazard; and frailty or lack of money may prevent them from maintaining equipment properly. In 1987, 18% of people who died in fires were aged 60-74, and a quarter were over 75.

The guidelines about designing safer houses produced by the Child Accident Prevention Trust are based on studies of the type and frequency of accidents to children at home. Many of the guidelines also apply to other groups at risk, including the elderly. Some of the recommendations—L shaped flights of stairs to reduce the distance in a fall, no doors or windows opening on to stairways, and through routes in kitchens that avoid the cooker—are best introduced during planning. Others can be incorporated easily into existing homes: good lighting of stairwells, handrails, but an all round grab, no cupboards above the cooker, non-slip floor surfaces in kitchens, safety glazing for shower screens, and so on. If all of the recommended features were incorporated into the design of a new house the trust estimates that the total cost would be increased by only 5%.

Rules and regulations

Because the cause of so many domestic accidents is predictable it is possible to legislate for safety standards that reduce the risks—for example, restrictions on the flammability of children's nightwear and on how far windows in multistorey dwellings may open. One important problem that has not been properly dealt with so far is domestic architectural glass, which was found to cause no less than half the injuries seen in a group of 80 children with lacerations. Ten years ago the author of this report concluded that safety glass should be used in all glass doors, French windows, patio doors, and the lower parts of windows—but our hospitals are still treating over 400 000 such injuries every year (R Sinnott, conference of Institution of Environmental Health Officers, London, 1987). Nearly half involve glass in doors, and two fifths of them happen to children under 15. There are regulations covering the use of glass in buildings. British Standard code of practice BS 6262 specifies that safety glass must be used in fully glazed doors. The code defines a fully glazed door as being one in which the glazed panel is at least 300 mm wide and...
comes within 150 mm of the edges and top of the door and within 300 mm of the bottom. Any other type of door is not covered by the code. The code also specifies that safety glass should be used in windows less than 800 mm from the floor in places where many people move about. The concept of “many people” is vague, and would not apply in most homes. Many homes contain large areas of glass that would not be covered by the code and present a real danger, especially to children and elderly people.

The regulations covering safety glass are also confusing. British Standard 6206 covers the impact performance of flat safety glass and safety plastics and divides them into three classes: A, B, and C. Class C is the minimum acceptable standard for low level glazing and B that for doors and side panels. Plastics are often safer than glass, but they tend to bow and discolor with time and are easily scratched. “Wired glass” is not necessarily safe. The mesh holds the shattered pieces of glass together, but does not increase the strength of the glass under impact. “Laminated glass” consists of two layers of annealed glass with an interleaved and bonded layer of plastic. It is just as likely to crack as any other annealed glass, but the plastic layer holds the pieces together. Laminated glass may be of safety class A, but this should not be assumed. People wanting safe glass for domestic use should use “toughened glass.” This has a high compressive strength, and because it tends to break into small cuboid pieces it is always of safety class A, regardless of its thickness.

The restricted applications of regulations about domestic glass and the confusing range of products available make it hard for householders to know whether their homes are safe or not, and perhaps it would be better to stipulate that the highest grade of safety glass should be used for all domestic glazing.

Limitations of legislation

Laws to improve home safety have drawbacks as well as advantages. The standards may not be hard and fast enough—indeed, the present standards for safety glass are under review after recent publicity about the death of a boy whose heart was punctured by a spear of glass from a conservatory fitted with toughened glass that met current standards. Other factors may need to be considered—for example, is the best safety glass easy to break if it is necessary to escape from a fire? There is also the question of personal freedom, given that most people regard their homes as places where they can do as they like. Many home safety features are, therefore, couched as recommendations rather than laws.

Laws and recommendations may be combined, as in the case of domestic wiring. For new houses the local electricity board must be satisfied with the standard of wiring before connecting the supply; thereafter things are left to the owner’s discretion. Fixed wiring should last for 20 to 30 years if properly used, although of course systems installed 20 years ago were not designed to cope with the proliferation of electrical domestic equipment that has occurred since. Sockets, switches, and circuit breakers are subject to mechanical wear and have a shorter life.

Ideally, domestic wiring should be checked every five years. In 1986 a total of 47 electrocutions occurred in the home (J Stocking, conference of Institution of Environmental Health Officers, London, 1987), and faulty electrical equipment and wiring are also common causes of domestic fires (figure). In 1987 there were 63 000 domestic fires in the United Kingdom, and though they accounted for less than a fifth of all fires they accounted for no less than three quarters of all deaths and non-fatal injuries from this cause. Death occurs most commonly through the effects of gas and smoke; hence the installation of smoke detectors might have an important preventive role.

The incidence of domestic fires is significantly associated with unemployment, low socioeconomic status, and inversely with owner occupation. Very overcrowded conditions increase the risk of fire and the difficulties of escaping from it. The Institution of Environmental Health Officers is particularly concerned about the risks in houses in multiple occupation. Because of the shortage of environmental health officers, they are confined to reacting to complaints rather than able to inspect regularly. Until the service is adequately funded the poorest and most disadvantaged members of our society will not be